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KEY 

Measurements

H = Height  D = Depth   W = Width 

LHF    (Left-hand facing) recliner actions are                                        
     on the left-hand side of the sofa when 
                      viewed.
RHF    (Right-hand facing) recliner actions are                                        
     on the right-hand side of the sofa when 
                      viewed.



Our Heritage  

The history of an icon

In 1953 Donald Gomme didn’t just launch a new brand, he started a 
furniture revolution. A lot has changed since then, but some things 
haven’t. We still create stylish, quality sofas that deliver the ultimate 
in comfort.



Enduring Quality   

Every G Plan sofa is handcrafted by one 
of our skilled upholsterers in the UK, and 
carries their signature. Even though you 
can’t see inside your sofa, you can rest 
assured, it’s as lovingly finished as the 
outside, using only quality materials.

Comfort is equally important and we 
carefully source our fabrics and leathers 
from some of the world’s finest mills and 
tanneries. Designed to last, you’ll notice 
our comfort commitment every time you 
sit on one of our sofas or chairs.

Nothing compares to the comfort of a G Plan 
sofa. Slip off your shoes, sit back, close your 
eyes and feel your stresses melt away.

We understand everybody’s different so we 
offer a wide choice of sofa styles and designs 
to suit a range of individuals.

What’s even more comforting is knowing how 
durable it is and that it’s been meticulously 
crafted to last. It’s why every G Plan sofa 
comes with a 10-year frame and spring 
guarantee.
True relaxation.

Lasting Comfort   



Relax. It’s a G Plan   
A G Plan is so much more than comfort, quality and style. Here are just some of the 
reasons why you can truly relax on our sofas and chairs. However, the best way to 
experience G Plan comfort is by sitting on one. Visit www.gplan.co.uk now to find your 
nearest stockist.



Combining clean, contemporary design with ultimate comfort, the Atlanta is sleek and stylish. A tailored 
head role offers optimum relaxation, while the recliner options have been exquisitely designed to seamlessly 
fit amongst others with its flowing lines.

Shown above in: Mesh Linen

Atlanta  

Storage footstoolRecliner chairArmchair2 seater recliner sofa2 seater sofa3 seater recliner sofa (2 cushion)3 seater sofa (2 cushion)



Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)   H    D    W   Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair               1016/40  1016/40  914/36  483/19     457/18        432/17                                  -
2 seater sofa              1016/40  1016/40     1664/66.5 483/19     457/18   1181/46.5         -
3 seater sofa (2 cushion)          1016/40  1016/40     1956/77      483/19     457/18   1473/58          -
storage footstool                406/16  527/22.5      724/28.5       -      -     -               -
recliner chair              1016/40      1016/40  914/36  483/19     457/18    432/17        51/2
2 seater recliner sofa (double)       1016/40  1016/40     1664/65.5 483/19     457/18   1181/46.5       51/2  
3 seater recliner sofa (double)       1016/40  1016/40      1956/77  483/19     457/18   1473/58        51/2

All recliner furniture supplied on fixed feet only. Recliner available in manual or power versions. 2 and 3 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in two sections which link 
together. Seat cushions are a fixed type. 3 seater sofas in this range have 2 seat/back cushions. Our recliner furniture requires room to recline. Please allow the following 
clearence at the back of the recliner, when sitting in the furniture, to allow the mechanism to go into the full recline position. Manual/power recliner sofa or chair- 
51mm/5.1cm/2in.

Atlanta  

Shown above in: Capri Stone



Shown above in: Jungle Emerald.

Boyd  

Whether your room is classic or contemporary, this compact accent chair is the perfect addition to any 
space. Not only is it comfy, it’s available in a huge range of fabrics to make the perfect statement piece.

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)   H    D    W   Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline

accent chair              838/33  838/33  686/27  457/18     483/19        432/17                                  -

You can order the Boyd accent chair and any G Plan footsool in all our upholstery fabrics and a wide selection of inspiring accent fabrics.



Fabrics available:

Boyd  

Touch Mink Topiary Frost

Wave Dusk

Jungle Emerald

Atom Umber

Dotty Ash

Shown in: Dotty Ash 



Chloe  

Shown above in: Checkers Oyster

The distinctive high back and bull-nose seat cushions combine to create exceptional comfort in a sofa that 
looks as good as it feels. The high-quality tailoring and generously padded arms further enhance comfort, 
andthere’s also a choice of compact sizes and recliner options.

3 seater sofa (3 cushion) 3 seater small sofa (3 cushion) 2 seater sofa 2 seater small sofa Armchair Small armchair Footstool

3 seater recliner sofa (3 cushion) 2 seater recliner sofa Recliner chair Small recliner chair



Chloe  

Shown above in: Capri Chocolate 

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)     H    D    W   Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline

armchair                1054/41.5  1003/39.5  1003/39.5  508/20   559/22    457/18       –               
small armchair            978/38.5  1003/39.5  876/34.5   508/20   508/20    406/16       –
2 seater sofa             1054/41.5  1003/39.5  1626/64   508/20   559/22    1067/42       –
2 seater small sofa           978/38.5  1003/39.5  1461/57.5  508/20   508/20    965/38        –
3 seater sofa (3 cushion)         1054/41.5  1003/39.5  2121/83.5  508/20   559/22    1549/61        –
3 seater small sofa (3 cushion)       978/38.5  1003/39.5  1905/75   508/20   508/20    1397/55        –
footstool              470/18.5   584/23   686/27    –     –      –         –
recliner chair             1054/41.5  1003/39.5  1003/39.5  508/20   533/21    457/18       114/4.5
small recliner chair           1016/40   1003/39.5  876/34.5   508/20   495/19.5    406/16       114/4.5
2 seater recliner sofa (LHF/RHF)       1054/41.5  1003/39.5  1626/64   508/20   533/21    1067/42       114/4.5
2 seater recliner sofa (double)        1054/41.5  1003/39.5  1626/64   508/20   533/21    1067/42       114/4.5
3 seater recliner sofa (LHF/RHF) (3 cushion)   1054/41.5  1003/39.5  2121/83.5  508/20   533/21    1549/61       114/4.5
3 seater recliner sofa (double) (3 cushion)    1054/41.5  1003/39.5  2121/83.5  508/20   533/21    1549/61       114/4.5

All recliner furniture supplied on fixed feet only. Recliner furniture available in manual or power versions. 2 seater and 3 seater LHR/RHF recliner sofas and 2 seater double recliner 
sofas are delivered in two sections which link together. Seat cushions on non-recliner pieces are reversible in soft fabric cover only. 3 seater double recliner sofas aredelivered in 
three sections which link together. Seat cushions on all recliners including non-moving parts are fixed. All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item 
including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. Our recliners require room to recline. Please allow the clearance detailed above at the back of the recliner, to allow the 
mechanism to go into the full recline position. 



Dinton 

Plump fibre filled arm pads and generous back cushions provide a luxurious and supportive sit. Combined 
with the cleverly designed domed seat cushions, the Dinton offers exceptional comfort across the range.

Shown above in: Nimbus Storm

3 seater sofa (2 cushion) 2 seater sofa Armchair Footstool

3 seater recliner sofa 
(2 cushion)

2 seater recliner sofa Recliner chair



Dinton 

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)    H     D    W    Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline

armchair             1137/44.75   965/38   1020/40.2   533/21   514/20.25   457/18         –
2 seater sofa            1137/44.75   965/38   1740/68.5   533/21   514/20.25   1168/46         –
3 seater sofa (2 cushion)        1137/44.75   965/38  2045/80.5   533/21   514/20.25   1473/58         –
curved corner unit          1137/44.75   1175/46.25  1175/46.25   597/23.5   514/20.25    -          –
armless unit            1137/44.75   965/38   616/24.25   533/21   514/20.25   616/24.25        –
LHF/RHF unit            1137/44.75   965/38   889/35    533/21   514/20.25   615/24.2         –
footstool             457/18    483/19   654/25.75    –     –      –          –
recliner chair            1137/44.75   965/38   1020/40.2   533/21   514/20.25   457/18        140/5.5
elevate standard chair with dual motor    1137/44.75   965/38   978/38.5   521/20.5   514/20.25   419/16.5        419/16.5
2 seater recliner sofa          1137/44.75   965/38   1740/68.5   533/21   514/20.25   1168/46        140/5.5
3 seater recliner sofa (2 cushion)      1137/44.75   965/38   2045/80.5   533/21   514/20.25   1473/58        140/5.5
LHF/RHF recliner unit         1137/44.75   965/38   870/34.25   533/21   514/20.25   584/23        140/5.5

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions.All furniture is supplied on castors,
with the exception of the footstool which is supplied on fixed feet. Recliner available in manual or power versions. 2 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in two sections
which link together. 3 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in three sections which link together. Our recliner furniture requires room to recline.

Shown above in: Regent Dove



Evesham  

Well-proportioned with an elegant detailing throughout; the Evesham is the perfect addition to any home. 
The generous fibre filled back cushions offer a relaxing yet supportive sit and stylish contrast stitching 
options provide that extra touch of sophistication.

Shown above in: Piero Sliver 

3 seater sofa (2 cushion) 2 seater sofa Armchair Footstool3 seater recliner sofa 
(2 cushion)

2 seater recliner sofa Recliner chair Elevate chair



Evesham  

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)   H     D     W    Seat D    Seat H   W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair            1060/41.75  966/38.03  990/38.97  510/20.07  530/20.86   545/21.45      -    
2 seater sofa           1060/41.75  966/38.03  1644/64.72  510/20.07  530/20.86   1190/64.85      -
3 seater sofa (2 cushion)       1060/41.75  966/38.03  2050/80.70  510/20.07  530/20.86   1600/62.99      -    
footstool            381/15   599/23.58  599/23.58   -     -         -        -       
recliner chair           1060/41.75  966/38.03  990/38.97  510/20.07  530/20.86   545/21.45     45/1.77
2 seater recliner sofa (double)     1060/41.75  966/38.03  1644/64.72  510/20.07  530/20.86   1190/64.85     45/1.77
3 seater recliner sofa (double)     1060/41.75  966/38.03  2050/80.70  510/20.07  530/20.86   1600/62.99     45/1.77
elevate chair          1070/42.13  950/37.40  1000/39.37  520/20.47  544/21.41   560/22.04     380/14.96

Shown above in: Kensington Black 

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. All furniture supplied on fixed feet. Metal 
castors are available as a free option on static furniture. Recliner available in manual or power versions. 2 seater and 3 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in two sections 
which link together. Seat cushions are a fixed type. 3 seater sofas in this range have 2 seat/back cushions. Our recliner furniture requires room to recline - please see further info 
for exact measurements. Scatter cushions are available at extra cost.



Firth  

Example of corner configuration
Including small LHF power recliner 

unit, small armless unit,corner 
unit,small armless unit,small RHF 

power recliner unit.

Recliner available in power version only with touch buttons. 2 and 3 seater LHF/RHF recliner sofas and 2 and 3 seater double recliner sofas 
are delivered in two sections which link together. Seat cushions are a chaise style fixed type. 3 seater sofas in this range have 2 seat/back 
cushions. Individual modular units can be used to create a range of configurations. Shown above in: Athena Mist 

The smart, clean lines of this contemporary sofa give it a timeless elegance, making it the focal point of 
any room. Its high back and gently curving arms offer premium comfort, and for true relaxation.

3 seater sofa (2 cushion) 2 seater sofa Large armchair Armchair Footstool

3 seater recliner sofa 
(2 cushion)

2 seater recliner sofa Large recliner chair Recliner chair



Firth  

Shown above in: Regent Mink 

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)      H     D     W   Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair               1054/41.5   1003/39.5   1054/41.5  508/20   483/19    610/24        -
large armchair             1054/41.5   1003/39.5   1194/47   508/20   483/19    737/29         -
2 seater sofa             1054/41.5   1003/39.5   1676/66   508/20   483/19    1219/48         -
3 seater sofa (2 cushion)         1054/41.5   1003/39.5   1956/77   508/20   483/19    1499/59         -
footstool              406/16    775/30.5   559/22    -     -      -          -
recliner chair             1054/41.5   1003/39.5   1054/41.5  508/20   483/19    610/24          152/6
large recliner chair           1054/41.5   1003/39.5   1194/47   508/20   483/19    737/29          152/6
2 seater recliner sofa          1054/41.5   1003/39.5   1676/66   508/20   483/19    1219/48          152/6
3 seater recliner sofa (2 cushion       1054/41.5   1003/39.5   1956/77   508/20   483/19    1499/59          152/6
small LHF/RHF unit           1054/41.5   1003/39.5   838/33   508/20   483/19     -          -
small LHF/RHF recliner unit        1054/41.5   1003/39.5   838/33   508/20   483/19     -           152/6
large LHF/RHF unit           1054/41.5   1003/39.5   978/38.5  508/20   483/19     -          -
large LHF/RHF recliner unit        1054/41.5   1003/39.5   978/38.5  508/20   483/19     -           152/6
small armless unit           1054/41.5   1003/39.5   622/24.5  508/20   483/19     -          -
large armless unit           1054/41.5   1003/39.5   775/30.5  508/20   483/19     -          -
corner unit              1054/41.5   1171/46.1   1171/46.1  635/25   483/19     -          -
curved corner unit            1054/41.5   1054/41.5   1207/47.5  610/24   483/19     -          -



Flair  

Shown above in: Synergy Zinc 

With award winning design features 
including a hidden footrest and touch 

sensitive buttons, Flair makes reclining into 
your favourite lounging position easy.

3 seater sofa (2 cushion) 2 seater sofa Armchair

Footstool Large footstoolRecliner chair3 seater recliner sofa (2 cushion) 2 seater recliner sofa

Cuddler

Cuddler recliner



Flair  

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)   H    D    W   Seat D   Seat H   W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline

armchair            1029/40.5  965/38   1019/40   559/22   502/19.75    559/22        -
2 seater sofa           1029/40.5  965/38   1575/62   559/22   502/19.75    1219/48        -  
3 seater sofa (2 cushion)       1029/40.5  965/38   2007/79   559/22   502/19.75    1562/61.5       -
footstool            419/16.5   508/20   650/25.5   -     -       -         -
cuddler            1029/40.5 508/20  1129/44  502/19.75 559/22    669/26        -
large footstool          419/16.5   508/20   749/29.5   -     -       -         -
power recliner chair         1029/40.5  965/38   1016/40   559/22   502/19.75    559/22       25/1
2 seater power recliner sofa (double)   1029/40.5  965/38   1575/62   559/22   502/19.75 1   1219/48       25/1
3 seater power recliner sofa (double)  1029/40.5  965/38  2007/79  559/22   502/19.75 1   1562/61.5      25/1
cuddler recliner         1029/40.5 965/38  1129/44  502/19.75 559/22    669/26       25/1

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. All furniture supplied on wooden feet 
Wooden feet are available in a choice of oak, walnut, mahogany or ebony. Recliner available in power version only with touch sensitive buttons. 2 seater and 3 seater double 
recliner sofas are delivered in two sections which link together.

Relax into ErgoSit - an innovative blend 
of premium foam with a comfort profile 
pocket layer designed to offer tailored 
support. The responsive wave cut pockets 
are engineered to help distribute pressure 
and encourage active airflow, for the 
ultimate in breathable comfort. Finished 
with a silky fibre topper, ErgoSit moulds 
to your body in the perfect embrace. 



Gemma  

3 seater sofa (2 cushion) 2 seater sofa Armchair Storage footstool

Seat cushion options for Gemma

Shown above in: Loch Haze 

This exceptionally comfortable sofa boasts classic lines, a high back and 
split lumbar support, plus uniquely shaped feet available in oak, walnut, 
mahogany or ebony finish. With a range of leather or fabric options too, 
the Gemma truly exudes sophisticated style.



Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)   H    D    W   Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair            991/39   991/39   991/39   489/19.25 480/19    559/22        -
2 seater sofa           991/39   991/39   1549/61   489/19.25  480/19    1130/44.5       -
3 seater sofa (2 cushion)       991/39   991/39   2007/79   489/19.25  480/19   1562/61.5       -
storage footstool         406/16   610/24   737/29    –     –      –         -
arm caps (pair) on soft cover      –     –     –    –    –     –         -

Gemma  

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. Two soft fabric scatter cushions are 
included with each soft fabric and leather sofa. Wooden feet are available in a choice of oak, walnut, mahogany or ebony finish. Seat cushions are available in a choice of foam or 
foam/fibre wrapped. Both seat and back cushions are fully reversable in fost fabric cover only. Three seater sofas in this range have two seat/back cushions. Foam/fibre wrapped 
seat cushions will have a greater loft when first purchaced which will compact with normal use.

Shown above in: Capri Oak 



Hartford  

Shown above in: Waffle Taupe 

This cleverly designed sofa has been created to work in any space. It’s compact yet deceptively comfortable. 
With clean lines and a wealth of fabric and leather options, this sofa is at home in any setting, and offers 
supportive cushioning for maximum comfort and durability.

3 seater sofa (2 cushion) 2 seater sofa Armchair Storage footstool 3 seater recliner sofa 
(2 cushion)

2 Seater recliner sofa Recliner chair



Hartford  

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)    H    D    W   Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair            991/39   965/38   864/34   521/20.5  483/19    445/17.5         –
2 seater sofa           991/39   965/38   1397/55   521/20.5  483/19    978/38.5        –
3 seater sofa (3 cushion)       991/39   965/38   1905/75   521/20.5  483/19    1486/58.5        –
storage footstool          419/16.5   584/23   724/28.5   –     –      –          –
recliner chair           991/39   965/38   864/34   521/20.5  483/19    445/17.5          25/1
2 seater recliner sofa (double)      991/39   965/38   1397/55   521/20.5  483/19    978/38.5         25/1
3 seater recliner sofa (double) (3 cushion)  991/39   965/38   1905/75   521/20.5  483/19    1486/58.5         25/1

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. All recliner furniture supplied on fixed
feet only, Recliner available in manual or power versions. 2 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in two sections which link together. 3 seater double recliner recliner sofas
are supplied in three sections which link together. Seat cushions are a fixed type. Our recliners require room to recline. Please allow the clearance detailed above at the back of
the recliner, to allow the mechanism to go into the full recline position. Scatter cushions available on this model at extra cost.

Shown above in: Capri Taupe 



Henley  

The perfect combination of style and substance, Henley offers the best of classic chaise sofa styling and 
extreme comfort. It comes in a range of stylish finishes, with exquisite detailing, plus recliner options for 
the ultimate in relaxation.

Shown above in: Victoria Mushroom 

3 seater sofa (2 cushion) 2 seater sofa Armchair Storage footstool Recliner chair Elevate chair 3 seater recliner sofa (2 cushion) 2 Seater recliner sofa



Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)     H     D    W    Seat D   Seat H W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair              1073/42.25   991/39   927/36.5   533/21   533/21    432/17        –
2 seater sofa             1073/42.25   991/39   1473/58    533/21   533/21    965/38         –
3 seater sofa (3 cushion)         1073/42.25   991/39   2013/79.25   533/21   533/21    1511/59.5        –
storage footstool           451/17.75   559/22   762/30     –     –      –          – 
recliner chair             1073/42.25   991/39   927/36.5   533/21   533/21    432/17       114/4.5
2 seater recliner sofa (LHR/RHF)      1073/42.25   991/39   1473/58    533/21   533/21    965/38       114/4.5
2 seater recliner sofa (double)       1073/42.25   991/39   1473/58    533/21   533/21    965/38       114/4.5
3 seater recliner sofa (LHR/RHF) (3 cushion)  1073/42.25   991/39   2013/79.25   533/21   533/21    1511/59.5      114/4.5
3 seater recliner sofa (double) (3 cushion)   1073/42.25   991/39   2013/79.25   533/21   533/21    1511/59.5      114/4.5
Elevate standard chair with dual motor    1118/44    991/39   953/37.5   533/21   533/21    457/18       445/17.5
Elevate small chair with dual motor     1067/42    991/39   953/37.5   533/21   508/20    457/18       445/17.5

Shown above in: Capri Putty 

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. All recliner furniture supplied on fixed 
feet only. Recliner available in manual or power versions. 2 seater and 3 seater LHF/RHF recliner sofas and 2 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in two sections which link 
together. 3 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in three sections which link together. Seat cushions are a chaise style fixed type. Henley chairs are also available as Elevate 
Rise & Recline chairs. Our recliners require room to recline. Please allow the clearance detailed above at the back of the recliner, to allow the mechanism to go into the full recline 
position. 

Henley  



Holmes  

Classic in all of its design, Holmes offers a traditional yet elegant G Plan model. A high back and short seat 
offer a more upright sit whilst the scroll arm offers a stylish and inviting shape.

Shown above in: Farrow Ice

3 seater sofa (3 cushion) 2 seater sofa Armchair Footstool3 seater recliner sofa 
(3 cushion)

2 seater recliner sofa Recliner chairElevate chair

3 seater small sofa 
(3 cushion)

2 seater small sofa Small armchair Small elevate chair



Specifications      Approx (mm/inches)      H     D    W   Seat D   Seat H   W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair                1054/41.5   914/36   914/36   508/20   514/20.25    533/21         –
2 seater sofa               1054/41.5   914/36   1524/60   508/20   514/20.25    1143/45         –
3 seater sofa (3 cushion)           1054/41.5   914/36   2007/79   508/20   514/20.25    1626/64         –
footstool                395/15.55   533/21   559/22    –     –       –          –
storage footstool             418/16.46   584/23   737/29    –     –       –          –
elevate standard chair with dual motor      1054/41.5   914/36   965/38   508/20   514/20.25    584/23         381/15
recliner chair               1054/41.5   914/36   914/36   508/20   514/20.25    533/21           51/2
recliner 2 seater sofa(LHF/RHF)(double)      1054/41.5   914/36   1524/60   508/20   514/20.25    1143/45           51/2
recliner 3 seater sofa(3 cushion)(LHF/RHF)(double)  1054/41.5   914/36   2007/79   508/20   514/20.25    1626/64           51/2
small armchair              1003/39.5   914/36   914/36   508/20   463/18.25    533/21         –
small 2 seater sofa             1003/39.5   914/36   1397/55   508/20   463/18.25    1016/40         –
small 3 seater sofa(3 cushion)         1003/39.5   914/36   1829/72   508/20   463/18.25    1448/57         –
small elevate chair with dual motor       1054/41.5   914/36   914/36   508/20   514/20.25    533/21        381/15

LHF (left hand facing) the arm is on the left hand side of the unit when viewed from the front. RHF (right hand facing) the arm is on the right hand side of the unit when viewed 
from the front. All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where tted and back cushions. All recliner furniture supplied 
on fixed feet only. Available in soft fabric cover only. Arm caps available at extra cost. Recliner available in manual or power versions with xed seats. Standard furniture has 
removable cushions which are reversible. 2 seater recliner sofas are delivered in two sections which link together. 3 seater recliner sofas are delivered in three sections which link 
together. Our recliner furniture requires room to recline. Please allow the clearance detailed above to go into the full recline position. Scatter cushions are available at extra cost.

Holmes  



Malvern

Shown above in: Lydia Blush

With its classic, elegant look, this luxurious sofa offers generous high-back support for the ultimate 
comfort. With a variety of fabric and leather finishes, it will enhance the look of any lounge. There’s also 
a choice of recliner options available. New two cushion three seater option is now available.

3 seater sofa (3 cushion) 3 seater sofa (2 cushion) 2 seater sofa Armchair Footstool

Recliner chair Elevate chair3 seater recliner sofa 
(3 cushion)

3 seater recliner sofa 
(2 cushion)

2 seater recliner sofa



Malvern

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)      H     D    W   Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair               1041/41    965/38   940/37   508/20   508/20    445/17.5         –
2 seater sofa              1041/41    965/38   1473/58   508/20   508/20    1003/39.5        –
3 seater sofa (3 cushion)          1041/41    965/38   2032/80   508/20   508/20    1562/61.5        –
3 seater sofa (2 cushion)          1041/41    965/38   1981/78   508/20   508/20    1511/59.5         –
storage footstool            394/15.5   635/25   737/29    –     –      –          –
footstool               394/15.5   635/25   737/29    –     –      –          –
recliner chair              1054/41.5   965/38   940/37   508/20   521/20.5   445/17.5        140/5.5
2 seater recliner sofa (LHF or RHF)       1054/41.5   965/38   1473/58   508/20   521/20.5   1003/39.5 1      40/5.5
2 seater recliner sofa (double)        1054/41.5   965/38   1473/58   508/20   521/20.5   1003/39.5       140/5.5
3 seater recliner sofa (LHF or RHF) (3 cushion)   1054/41.5   965/38   2032/80   508/20   521/20.5   1562/61.5       140/5.5
3 seater recliner sofa (double) (2 cushion)    1054/41.5   965/38   1981/78   508/20   521/20.5   1511/59.5       140/5.5
3 seater recliner sofa (double) (3 cushion)   1054/41.5   965/38   2032/80   508/20   521/20.5   1562/61.5       140/5.5
Elevate standard chair with dual motor     1092/43    965/38   940/37   508/20   533/21    445/17.5        419/16.5
Elevate small chair with dual motor      1092/43    965/38   876/34.5  508/20   508/20    445/17.5        419/16.5

Shown above in: Capri Pearl

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. All recliner furniture supplied on fixed 
feet only. Power version has touch buttons. 2 and 3 seater LHF/RHF recliner sofas, 2 seater double recliner sofas and 3 seater (2 cushion) double recliner sofas are delivered in two 
sections which link together. 3 seater (3 cushion) double recliner sofas are delivered in three sections which link together. Soft fabric cover seat cushions are reversible with the 
exception of recliner chairs/sofas and the Elevate Rise & Recline chair.



Shown above in: Neptune Sky

With its shapely arm pads and supportive back cushions, the soft and inviting Miller is designed to let you 
sit back and relax.

Miller

3 seater sofa 2 seater sofa Armchair Storage footstool

3 seater recliner sofa 2 seater recliner sofa Recliner chair



Miller

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)      H     D     W   Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair               1041/41    1041/41    1003/39.5  546/21.5  508/20    394/15.5        –
2 seater sofa              1041/41    1041/41    1753/69   546/21.5  508/20    1143/45         –
3 seater sofa (2 cushions)          1041/41    1041/41    2083/82   546/21.5  508/20    1473/58         –
storage footstool            406/16    571/22.5    724/28.5   –     –      –          –
recliner chair              1041/41    1041/41    1003/39.5  546/21.5  508/20    394/15.5         51/2
power recliner chair            1041/41    1041/41    1003/39.5  546/21.5  508/20    394/15.5         51/2
2 seater recliner sofa (double)        1041/41    1041/41    1753/69   546/21.5  508/20    1143/45          51/2
2 seater power recliner sofa (double)      1041/41    1041/41    1753/69   546/21.5  508/20    1143/45          51/2
3 seater recliner sofa (double)        1041/41    1041/41    2083/82   546/21.5  508/20    1473/58          51/2
3 seater power recliner sofa (double)      1041/41    1041/41    2083/82   546/21.5  508/20    1473/58          51/2 

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. All recliner furniture supplied on fixed 
feet only. Recliner available in manual or power versions. 2 and 3 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in two sections which link together. Seat cushions are a fixed type. Our 
recliners require room to recline. Please allow the clearance detailed above at the back of the recliner, to allow the mechanism to go into the full recline position.

Shown above in: Oxford Chalk



Milton

The luxurious cushioning of Milton extends into the arm and corner rests, so you can sink into its soft 
embrace. With a high back, supportive headrest and recliner chair, you can indulge in total relaxation.

Shown above in: Union Dove

3 seater sofa (3 cushion) 2 seater sofa Armchair Storage footstool 3 seater recliner sofa
(3 cushion)

2 seater recliner sofa Recliner chair Elevate chair



Shown above in: Capri Stone

Milton

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)      H     D     W   Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair               1060/41.75   978/38.5   965/38   502/19.75  502/19.75   432/17         –
2 seater sofa              1060/41.75   978/38.5   1473/58   502/19.75  502/19.75   940/37         –
3 seater sofa (3 cushion)          1060/41.75   978/38.5   2007/79   502/19.75  502/19.75   1473/58         –
storage footstool            406/16    641/25.25   743/29.25   –     –      –          –
recliner chair              1060/41.75   972/38.25   965/38   502/19.75  502/19.75   432/17        140/5.5
2 seater recliner sofa (double)        1060/41.75   972/38.25   1486/58.5  502/19.75  502/19.75   978/38.5       140/5.5
3 seater recliner sofa (double) (3 cushion)    1060/41.75   972/38.25   2045/80.5  502/19.75  502/19.75   1537/60.5       140/5.5
Elevate standard chair with dual motor     1080/42.5   978/38.5   965/38   502/19.75  514/20.25   432/17        445/17.5

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. All recliner furniture supplied on fixed feet 
only. Recliner available in manual or power versions. Power version has touch buttons. Soft fabric seat cushions are fully reversible with the exception of recliner chairs and the 
Elevate Rise & Recline chair. Our recliners require room to recline. Please allow the clearance detailed above at the back of the recliner, to allow the mechanism to go into the full 
recline position.



Mistral

Shown above in: Waffle Taupe

With its generous proportions, this luxurious sofa features a high back, comfortable lumbar support and 
indulgently cushioned arm rests. The range offers a choice of sofa or chair in standard or compact sizes 
and there’s also the option to have a recliner for putting your feet up in style.

3 seater sofa (3 cushion) 3 seater sofa (2 cushion) 3 seater small sofa 
(2 cushion)

2 seater sofa 2 seater small sofa Armchair Small armchair Storage footstool



Mistral

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)       H     D     W   Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair                1041/41    1016/40    1016/40   495/19.5  533/21    457/18         –
small armchair              991/39    991/39    953/37.5  495/19.5  495/19.5   394/15.5        –
2 seater sofa               1041/41    1016/40    1651/65   495/19.5  533/21    1016/40         –
2 seater small sofa             991/39    991/39    1499/59   495/19.5  483/19    978/38.5        –
2 seater small recliner sofa (double)      1016/40    1016/40    1422/56   495/19.5  508/20    940/37          127/5
3 seater sofa (3 cushion)           1041/41    1016/40    2159/85   495/19.5  533/21    1549/61         –
storage footstool             457/18    584/23    775/30.5   –     –      –          –
recliner chair               1041/41    1016/40    1016/40   495/19.5  533/21    457/18          127/5
small recliner chair             991/39    1016/40    953/37.5  495/19.5  495/19.5   406/16          127/5
2 seater recliner sofa (LHF/RHF)        1041/41    1016/40    1651/65   495/19.5  533/21    1016/40          127/5
2 seater recliner sofa (double)         1041/41    1016/40    1651/65   495/19.5  533/21    1016/40          127/5
3 seater recliner sofa (LHF/RHF) (3 cushion)    1041/41    1016/40    2159/85   495/19.5  533/21    1549/61          127/5
3 seater recliner sofa (double) (3 cushion)     1041/41    1016/40    2159/85   495/19.5  533/21    1549/61          127/5
3 seater small recliner sofa (double) (3 cushion)   1016/40    1016/40    1956/77   495/19.5  508/20    1448/57          127/5
3 seater recliner sofa (double) (2 cushion)     1041/41    1016/40    2057/81   495/19.5  533/21    1448/57          127/5
3 seater sofa (2 cushion)           1041/41    1016/40    2057/81   495/19.5  533/21    1448/57         –
3 seater small sofa (3 cushion)         991/39    991/39    2057/81   495/19.5  483/19    1499/59         –

Shown above in: Dallas Cloud



Newton

Shown above in: Athena Mist

Detailed arm piping helps to create a neatly tailored arm pad, whilst luxurious cushioning allows you to sink 
into its soft supporting embrace.

3 seater sofa 2 seater sofa Armchair Storage footstool Footstool

3 seater recliner sofa 3 seater recliner sofa Recliner chair



Newton

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)      H     D     W   Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair               1029/40.5   965/38    991/39   483/19   508/20    521/20.5        –
2 seater sofa              1029/40.5   965/38    1562/61.5  483/19   508/20    1067/42         –
storage footstool            400/15.75   641/25.25   749/29.5   –     –      –          –
3 seater sofa (3 cushions)          1029/40.5   965/38    2121/83.5  483/19   508/20    1626/64         –
footstool               400/15.75   641/25.25   749/29.5   –     –      –          –
recliner chair              1029/40.5   965/38    991/39   483/19   508/20    521/20.5       38/1.5
2 seater recliner sofa (LHF/RHF)       1029/40.5   965/38    1562/61.5  483/19   508/20    1067/42        38/1.5
2 seater recliner sofa (double)        1029/40.5   965/38    1562/61.5  483/19   508/20    1067/42        38/1.5
3 seater recliner sofa (LHF/RHF)       1029/40.5   965/38    2121/83.5  483/19   508/20    1626/64        38/1.5
3 seater recliner sofa (double)        1029/40.5   965/38    2121/83.5  483/19   508/20    1626/64        38/1.5

Shown above in: Oxford Mushroom

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. All furniture is supplied on castors,
with the exception of the footstool which is supplied on fixed feet. Recliner furniture available in manual or power versions. 2 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in
two sections which link together. 3 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in three sections which link together. Seat cushions are a chaise style fixed type. Please allow the 
clearance detailed above at the back of the recliner, to allow the mechanism to go into the full recline position. 



Norton

Shown above in: Chevron Dove

Elegant styling and chaise style recliner options combine with modern comfort for the perfect combination.

3 seater sofa (double) 2 seater sofa (double) Recliner chair

3 seater sofa 2 seater sofa Armchair Footstool

Elevate chair Elevate small chair



Shown above in: Regent Plaster

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)      H     D     W   Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair               991/39    965/38    838/33   508/20   483/19    521/20.5        –
recliner chair              991/39    965/38    838/33   508/20   483/19    521/20.5         127/5
2 seater sofa              991/39    965/38    1372/54   508/20   483/19    1041/41         –
3 seater sofa (3 cushion)          991/39    965/38    1905/75   508/20   483/19    1600/63         –
2 seater recliner sofa (double)        991/39    965/38    1372/54   508/20   483/19    1041/41          127/5
3 seater recliner sofa (double) (3 cushion)    991/39    965/38    1905/75   508/20   483/19    1600/63          127/5
footstool               432/17    610/24    660/26    –     –      –          –
Elevate standard chair with dual motor     1080/42.5   914/36    851/33.5  508/20   521/20.5   559/22          445/17.5
Elevate small chair with dual motor      1029/40.5   914/36    800/31.5  508/20   495/19.5   508/20          445/17.5

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. All furniture is supplied on castors,
with the exception of the footstool which is supplied on fixed feet. Recliner furniture available in manual or power versions. 2 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in two 
sections which link together. 3 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in three sections which link together. Seat cushions are a chaise style fixed type. Please allow the clearance 
detailed above at the back of the recliner, to allow the mechanism to go into the full recline position. 

Norton



Shown above in: Loom Shale

Shalbourne

Comfortable and contemporary, the Shalbourne has sleek, modern looks and extra lumbar support to make 
sitting even more of a pleasure.

3 seater sofa (2 cushion) 2 seater sofa Armchair Footstool 3 seater recliner sofa (double) 
(2 cushion)

2 seater recliner sofa
 (double)

Recliner chair



Shown above in:  Capri Chalk 

Shalbourne

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)      H     D     W   Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair               1029/40.5   1016/40    1067/42   508/20   508/20    470/18.5        –
2 seater sofa              1029/40.5   1016/40    1778/70   508/20   508/20    1187/46.75        –
3 seater sofa (2 cushion)          1029/40.5   1016/40    2083/82   508/20   508/20    1492/58.75        –
2 seater recliner sofa (double)        1029/40.5   1016/40    1778/70   508/20   508/20    1778/46.75         51/2
storage footstool            406/16    584/23    749/29.5   –     –         –         –
recliner chair              1029/40.5   1016/40    1067/42   508/20   508/20    470/18.5         51/2
3 seater recliner sofa (double) (2 cushion)    1029/40.5   1016/40    2083/82   508/20   508/20    1492/58.75         51/2

All recliner furniture supplied on fixed feet only. Metal castors are available as a free option on static furniture only (not recliner furniture) when ordering your furniture. Recliner 
available in manual or power versions. 2 and 3 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in 2 sections which link together. Seat cushions are a fixed type. 3 seater sofas in this range 
have 2 seat/back cushions. Our recliner furniture requires room to recline - please see further info for exact measurements.



Compact in all of its proportions with a range of modular and storage options, Spencer solves the modern 
day challenge of compact living without compromising on comfort.

Spencer

Shown above in: Swift Cygnet

3 seater sofa (3 cushion) 2 seater sofa Armchair Example of chaise sofa 
configuration

3 seater power recliner sofa 
(double) (3 cushion)

2 seater power 
recliner sofa (double)

Power recliner chair Example of recliner chaise 
sofa configuration

Example of corner sofa
configuration

LHF Unit RHF UnitCorner Unit

LHF chaise Unit RHF chaise UnitArmless Unit



Spencer

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)      H     D     W    Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair               1020/40.2   970/38.2   890/35.0   510/20.1   510/20.1    456/18.0        -
2 seater sofa              1020/40.2   970/38.2   1400/55.1   510/20.1   510/20.1    945/37.2        -
3 seater sofa (3 cushion)         1020/40.2   970/38.2   1950/76.8  510/20.1   510/20.1   1490/58.7       -
footstool              430/16.9   430/16.9   430/16.9    -    -     -         -
storage footstool            430/16.9   430/16.9   430/16.9    -    -     -         -   
power recliner chair           1020/40.2   970/38.2   890/35.0   510/20.1   510/20.1    456/18.0       100/3.9
3 seater power recliner sofa (double)     1020/40.2   970/38.2   1400/55.1   510/20.1   510/20.1   945/37.2       100/3.9 
3 seater power recliner sofa (double)(3 suchion) 1020/40.2   970/38.2   1950/76.8   510/20.1   510/20.1   1490/58.7      100/3.9 
LHF/RHF unit              1020/40.2   970/38.2   716/28.2   510/20.1   510/20.1    485/19.1        -
LHF/RHF power recliner unit         1020/40.2   970/38.2   716/28.2   510/20.1   510/20.1    485/19.1        100/3.9
armless unit              1020/40.2   970/38.2   566/22.3   510/20.1   510/20.1    566/22.3        -
curved corner unit            1020/40.2   1100/43.3   1100/43.3   560/22.0  510/20.1    930/36.6       -
LHF/RHF chaise unit           1020/40.2   1550/61.0   716/28.2   1120/44.1  510/20.1   485/19.1        -
LHF/RHF storage chaise unit         1020/40.2   1550/61.0   716/28.2   1120/44.1 510/20.1    485/19.1        -

Shown above in: Dallas Charcoal

The Spencer footstool is available as a non-storage or storage option. The storage option features a tray which is available to order in our G Plan show wood finishes. Seat cushions 
on non-recliner sofa/chairs are of a loose type and are reversible in soft fabric cover only. Seat cushions on recliner and modular pieces are of a fixed type. Recliner available in power 
version only with touch buttons. 2 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in two sections which link together. 3 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in three sections which link 
together. Our recliner furniture requires room to recline



Taylor

The contemporary design of the Taylor offers a deep lounge sit and an ageless look whilst not compromising 
on comfort. The foam filled armpads along with the increased lumbar support invites you to comfortably 
rest your head, sit back and relax.

Shown above in: Graphene Dusk

3 seater sofa (2 cushion) 2 seater sofa Armchair

3 seater recliner sofa 
(2 cushion)

2 seater recliner sofa Recliner chair Footstool

Example of a corner 
configuration



Taylor

Shown above in: Kensington Cloud

LHF (left hand facing) the arm is on the left hand side of the unit when viewed from the front. RHF (right hand facing) the arm is on the right hand side of the unit when viewed from 
the front. All recliner furniture available on fixed feet only. Recliner available in manual or power versions. Power versions have touch buttons. Standard sofas have removable cushions 
which are reversible. Recliner and Modular seat cushions are a fixed type. Recliner and Corner units are delivered in modular units which link together. 2 and 3 seater sofas are delivered 
in two sections which link together. 3 seater sofas in this range have 2 back cushions. Please see further info for exact measurements.

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)      H     D     W    Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair               1035/40.7   1037/40.8   1030/40.6   550/21.7  512/20.2   432/17         –
2 seater sofa              1035/40.7   1037/40.8   1790/70.5   550/21.7  512/20.2   1193/47         –
3 seater sofa (2 cushion)          1035/40.7   1037/40.8   2095/82.5   550/21.7  512/20.2   1500/59.1        –
footstool               397/15.6    584/23    736/29     –     –      –          –
storage footstool            397/15.6    584/23    736/29     –     –      –          –
recliner chair              1035/40.7   1037/40.8   1030/40.6   550/21.7  512/20.2   432/17          25/1
recliner 2 seater sofa           1035/40.7   1037/40.8   1790/70.5   550/21.7  512/20.2   1193/47          25/1
recliner 3 seater sofa (2 cushion) (double)    1035/40.7   1037/40.8   2095/82.5   550/21.7  512/20.2   1500/59.1         25/1
LHF/RHF unit              1035/40.7   1037/40.8   895/32.5   550/21.7  512/20.2   597/23.5        –
LHF/RHF recliner unit           1035/40.7   1037/40.8   895/32.5   550/21.7  512/20.2   597/23.5         25/1
armless unit              1035/40.7   1037/40.8   660/26    550/21.7  512/20.2   660/26         –
curved corner unit            1035/40.7   1240/48.8   1240/48.8   610/24   512/20.2    –         –
large LHF/RHF unit            1035/40.7   1037/40.8   1023/40.3   550/21.7  512/20.2   750/29.5        –
large LHF/RHF recliner unit         1035/40.7   1037/40.8   1023/40.3   550/21.7  512/20.2   750/29.5         25/1



Washington

Sleek and refined, yet sumptuously comfortable, the clean lines of this sofa are the epitome of modern 
design. Finely tailored with excellent lumbar support and distinctive looks, the Washington is made for 
relaxing in style.

Shown above in: Regent Cocoa

3 seater sofa (2 cushion) 2 seater sofa Armchair Storage footstool Footstool 3 seater recliner sofa
 (2 cushion)

2 seater recliner sofa Recliner chair



Washington

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)      H     D     W    Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair               1010/39.75   1054/41.5   1003/39.5   546/21.5  508/20    445/17.5         –
armchair with wooden feet         1016/40    1054/41.5   1003/39.5   546/21.5  514/20.25   445/17.5         –
2 seater sofa              1010/39.75   1054/41.5   1753/69    546/21.5  508/20    1168/46         –
2 seater sofa with wooden feet        1016/40    1054/41.5   1753/69    546/21.5  514/20.25   1168/46         –
3 seater sofa (2 cushion)          1010/39.75   1054.41.5   2045/80.5   546/21.5  508/20    1448/57         –
3 seater sofa (2 cushion) with wooden feet    1016/40    1054/41.5   2045/80.5   546/21.5  514/20.25   1448/57         –
storage footstool/footstool         381/15    715/28    565/22.5    –     –      –          –
storage footstool/footstool with wooden feet   381/15    715/28    565/22.5    –     –      –          –
recliner chair              1003/39.5   1054/41.5   1003/39.5   546/21.5  508/20    445/17.5        64/2.5
2 seater recliner sofa (double)        1003/39.5   1054/41.5   1753/69    546/21.5  508/20    1168/46        64/2.5
3 seater recliner sofa (double)        1003/39.5   1054/41.5   2045/80.5   546/21.5  508/20    1448/57        64/2.5

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. All recliner furniture supplied on fixed feet 
only. Metal castors are available as a free option on static furniture without wooden feet only (not recliner furniture) when ordering your furniture. Recliner available in manual or 
power versions.2 and 3 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in two sections which link together.3 seater sofas in this range have 2 seat/back cushions. Our recliner furniture 
requires room to recline. Please allow the clearance detailed above at the back of the recliner, to allow the mechanism to go into the full recline position. Wooden feet are available 
in a choice of oak, walnut, mahogany or ebony finish on static furniture only. Recliner sofas and recliner chairs are not available with wooden feet.

Shown above in: Capri Chalk



Watson

Shown above in: Tango Ice

Modern and sleek yet extremely comfortable, the Watson offers the best of both worlds. There’s a split back 
cushion detail for lumbar support and finely tailored armpads to complete the look. Topstitching adorns the 
leather version, while optional recliners across the range are the ultimate choice.

2 seater sofa Armchair3 seater sofa (2 cushion) Storage footstool 3 seater recliner sofa
 (2 cushion)

2 seater recliner sofa Recliner chair



Watson

Shown above in: Dallas Slate

Specifications     Approx (mm/inches)      H     D     W    Seat D   Seat H  W between arms  Clearance needed for full recline
armchair               1029/40.5   1016/40    1003/39.5   508/20   508/20    483/19         –
recliner chair              1029/40.5   1016/40    1003/39.5   508/20   508/20    483/19          51/2
2 seater sofa              1029/40.5   1016/40    1759/69.25   508/20   508/20    1238/48.75        –
3 seater sofa (2 cushion)          1029/40.5   1016/40    2064/81.25   508/20   508/20    1543/60.75        –
2 seater recliner sofa (double)        1029/40.5   1016/40    1759/69.25   508/20   508/20    1238/48.75         51/2
3 seater recliner sofa (double) (2 cushion)    1029/40.5   1016/40    2064/81.25   508/20   508/20    1543/60.75         51/2
storage footstool            406/16    584/23    749/29.5    –     –         –         –

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. All recliner furniture supplied on fixed 
feet only. Recliner available in manual or power versions. 2 and 3 seater double recliner sofas are delivered in 2 sections which link together. Seat cushions are a fixed type. 3 seater 
sofas in this range have 2 seat/back cushions. Our recliners require room to recline. Please allow the clearance detailed above at the back of the recliner, to allow the mechanism to 
go into the full recline position. Scatter cushions available on this model at extra cost.





Elevate models are available in a small or standard chair size.
All Elevate chairs are �tted with castors. Once the chair starts to rise, 
the front castors are automatically immobilised. Our Elevate chairs 
require space to recline. Please allow 445mm/17.5” clearance at the back 
of the recliner when sitting in the dual-motor Elevate chair to allow the 
mechanism to go into the full recline position. 

Milton HenleyMalvern

NortonHolmes Evesham



Additional Information
Wood
• It is our policy to purchase timber 

from responsible sources, where 
reforestation is assured.

• Wood graining and shades may vary 
from piece to piece, which is all part 
of its unique charm.

Seat springs
• We use quality serpentine springs for 

long term durability.
• All springs are expertly spaced for 

maximum comfort and support.
• Our springs are secured by special 

lined brackets.

Seat cushions
• All seat cushion interiors use premium 

quality foam for lasting comfort and 
quality.

Back cushions
• Back cushions use high quality fibre, 

which helps cushions maintain their 
shape after use. It also maximises the 
durability of the furniture.

• Fibre is held in compartments 
seperated by baffles to prevent the 
thinning of heavily used areas.

Mechanisms 
• All power action recliners are 

operated with buttons located either 
at the side of the chair/sofa or seat 
cushion.

• All manual action recliners are 
operated with a release handle at the 
side of the chair or sofa.

• Our market-leading recliner 
actions support you in a variety of 
comfortable positions.

Castors
• Metal castors are available as a free 

option on static furniture without 
wooden legs, only when ordering your 
furniture.

Sofa Buying Guide
• We recommend that you measure 

your room before buying a sofa, as 
you won’t want it to overpower your 
existing furniture. 

For more information visit: https://
www.gplan.co.uk/sofa-buying-guide/

Furniture care advice is available at: 
https://www.gplan.co.uk/owners/

Our Guarantee

• All G Plan sofas come with a 10 
year frame and spring guarantee. 
This covers the timber frame and 
seat springs on models sold from 
2008 and onwards. Springs within 
recliner furniture mechanisms are not 
covered.

• Our Elevate chairs also feature a 7 
year guarentee on the mechanism, 
motor and handset.

• Every G Plan sofa is covered by a 2 
year manufacturing guarentee on 
workmanship and materials.

• These cover all fair wear and tear 
claims by the first owner of the G Plan 
sofa purchased from our approved 
stockists only.

• All recliner mechanisms, Tess arm 
mechanisms, electric motors and 
rechargeable power packs come with 
a 2-year warranty.

G Plan Upholstery Ltd
Hampton Park West, Melksham, 
Wiltshire, SN12 6GU
Telephone: 01225 700880
Email : contact@gplan.co.uk
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